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Cytoplasmic dynein is the primary minus-end–directed micro-
tubule motor protein in animal cells, performing a wide range
of motile activities, including transport of vesicular cargos,
mRNAs, viruses, and proteins. Lissencephaly-1 (LIS1) is a highly
conserved dynein-regulatory factor that binds directly to the
dynein motor domain, uncoupling the enzymatic and mechani-
cal cycles of the motor and stalling dynein on the microtubule
track. Dynactin, another ubiquitous dynein-regulatory factor,
releases dynein from an autoinhibited state, leading to a dra-
matic increase in fast, processive dynein motility. How these
opposing activities are integrated to control dynein motility is
unknown. Here, we used fluorescence single-molecule micros-
copy to study the interaction of LIS1 with the processive dynein-
dynactin-BicD2N (DDB) complex. Surprisingly, in contrast to
the prevailing model for LIS1 function established in the context
of dynein alone, we found that binding of LIS1 to DDB does not
strongly disrupt processive motility. Motile DDB complexes
bound up to two LIS1 dimers, and mutational analysis suggested
that LIS1 binds directly to the dynein motor domains during
DDB movement. Interestingly, LIS1 enhanced DDB velocity
in a concentration-dependent manner, in contrast to obser-
vations of the effect of LIS1 on the motility of isolated dynein.
Thus, LIS1 exerts concentration-dependent effects on dynein
motility and can synergize with dynactin to enhance pro-
cessive dynein movement. Our results suggest that the effect
of LIS1 on dynein motility depends on both LIS1 concentra-
tion and the presence of other regulatory factors such as dyn-
actin and may provide new insights into the mechanism of
LIS1 haploinsufficiency in the neurodevelopmental disorder
lissencephaly.

Cytoplasmic dynein (dynein, DYNC1H1) performs a diverse
range of processive minus-end transport functions in animal
cells (1, 2). Dynein is also integral in the construction and posi-
tioning of the mitotic spindle (3–5). In contrast to the single

dynein isoform in the cytoplasm, there are �15 kinesins that
transport various intracellular cargos (6). Specialization of
dynein function is thought to arise through distinct dynein
subunits and the interplay between various conserved
dynein regulatory factors. Dynein motor activity in cells is
predominantly regulated by the LIS1-NudEL2 complex and
the giant �1-MDa dynactin complex (6 – 8). Mutations in
LIS1 and NudEL cause neurodevelopmental diseases, whereas
mutations in dynactin cause neurodegenerative diseases, high-
lighting the diverse roles dynein regulation plays in human neu-
rophysiology (9 –11).

Haploinsufficency of the LIS1 gene is the primary cause of
the neurodevelopmental disease type 1 lissencephaly (12, 13).
This phenotype is thought to arise from a failure of neuronal
precursor cell division and migration, largely because of the loss
of dynein-driven intracellular nuclear migration (9, 14). The
lissencephalic phenotype that arises from haploinsufficency of
the LIS1 gene suggests that the intracellular concentration of
LIS1 is important for proper regulation of dynein motility.
Studies of metazoan dynein and LIS1 showed that LIS1 bound
directly to the dynein motor domain only when the linker
domain was forced into the prepowerstroke conformation (15).
LIS1 induced pauses during unloaded dynein motility and
strongly enhanced dynein MT affinity when external load was
applied via optical trap, leading to greater coordination of force
production for teams of dyneins on a single cargo (15). Struc-
tural and single molecule studies using yeast proteins con-
firmed that LIS1 controls dynein affinity for the MT track,
greatly slowing dynein motility through a direct interaction
with the dynein motor domain, near the AAA3/4 interface (16).
When bound in this position on the motor domain, LIS1 steri-
cally blocked the recovery stroke of the linker domain of dynein,
preventing processive movement along the MT (16, 17). NudEL
enhances the interaction of dynein with LIS1 by interacting
with the dynein tail domain and recruiting LIS1 to dynein (15,
16, 18). Thus, the prevailing molecular model from these stud-
ies is that LIS1 negatively regulates dynein motility by sterically
hindering the remodeling of the linker domain during the
mechanochemical cycle of dynein (6, 17). This molecular model
presents a conundrum for the cellular role of LIS1 in neurons,
where LIS1 is required for dynein-mediated movement of neu-
ronal cell nuclei (14). The effect of LIS1 on dynein motility is,
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however, beneficial to cargo transport by teams of motors, lead-
ing to the idea that LIS1 is crucial for dynein transport of large,
high-load intracellular cargos (15, 19, 20).

Dynactin was originally isolated as a factor required for
dynein transport of vesicles in vitro (21, 22) and was reported to
modestly enhance dynein processivity in vitro (23, 24). Dynac-
tin seems to be required for most, if not all, dynein motility in
cells and acts as a recruitment, initiation and processivity factor
for dynein motility both in vitro and in vivo (25–29). The CAP-
Gly domain of the p150Glued subunit of dynactin recruits dyn-
actin to dynamic MT plus-ends and is sensitive to the tyrosina-
tion state of the MT lattice (26, 30). Point mutations in this
domain lead to adult-onset neurodegenerative disease (31).

Recently, it was discovered that a robust interaction between
dynein and dynactin requires the presence of a third, cargo-
specific adapter molecule to mediate the interaction between
the N terminus of the dynein heavy chain and the dynactin arp
filament (25, 32). The most characterized adapter molecule is
the N-terminal coiled-coil domain of the Bicaudal D2 protein, a
mammalian homolog of the Drosophila mRNA transport factor
Bicuadal D (33). The formation of this tripartite complex is
proposed to force dynein out of an autoinhibited conformation,
strongly stimulating processive dynein motility (2, 34). Thus,
the binding of LIS1 to the motor domain and of dynactin to the
tail domain of dynein (mediated through an adapter protein),
have opposing effects on the mechanochemistry of dynein, rais-
ing the important question of how the activities of these two
regulators are coordinated in the cell for spatiotemporal con-
trol of dynein activity.

Here we have examined the interplay between LIS1 and dyn-
actin using purified components in single molecule assays. Sur-
prisingly, we readily observe LIS1 binding to motile DDB com-
plexes. Strikingly, LIS1-bound DDB complexes maintained
processive movement, in contradiction to predictions made by
the current model for LIS1 function (16, 17). Single LIS1 dimers
remain stably bound to DDB over many microns of travel dis-
tance, representing hundreds of cycles through the mechano-
chemical cycle of the motor. Mutations in LIS1 that abolish
binding to the dynein motor domain also prevent LIS1 binding
to motile DDB. These results suggest that the binding of LIS1 to
the motor domain of a dynein molecule that is also activated by
dynactin does not inhibit remodeling of the linker domain dur-
ing the powerstroke of dynein (17). In striking contrast, titra-
tion to higher LIS1 concentrations leads to an enhancement of
DDB velocity, suggesting that LIS1 may have concentration-de-
pendent regulatory effects on the mechanochemical cycle of
dynein. Our results raise new questions about the mechanism
of haploinsufficiency found in lissencephalic patients and sug-
gest that the regulatory effects of LIS1 on dynein motility
depends on the both the concentration of LIS1 and the pres-
ence of other regulatory factors such as dynactin.

Results

Single molecule observation of the interaction of LIS1 with
DDB

To directly observe the effects of LIS1 on DDB motility, we
utilized multicolor single molecule total internal reflection

fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. DDB complexes formed with
SNAP-TMR-labeled BicD2N (Fig. 1A) moved either pro-
cessively or diffused along surface-immobilized taxol MTs with
ratios similar to what has been previously described (25, 32, 35).
When we mixed 15 nM purified, SNAP-647-labeled LIS1 with
�5 nM DDB, we readily observed LIS1 bound to both pro-
cessively moving and diffusing DDB complexes (Fig. 1B and
supplemental Movie S1). We found that this concentration of
LIS1 provided an optimal signal-to-noise ratio in our assays,
because higher LIS1 concentrations led to high background
that obscured the LIS1 signal on the MTs, and lower concen-
trations led to few LIS1 molecules bound to DDB. At this con-
centration, 17.5% (n � 107 of 612 complexes) of processive
DDB complexes contained a bound LIS1, whereas 33.8% (n �
108 of 320 complexes) of diffusive DDB complexes bound LIS1.
It is notable that LIS1 associates with diffusive DDBs �2-fold
more frequently than with processively moving complexes
under our conditions (p � 0.0001, Fisher’s exact test). These
values are likely an underestimate of DDB occupancy by LIS1
because not all LIS1 molecules are fluorescently labeled in our
assay (typical SNAP tag labeling efficiency was 60 – 80% in our
conditions). From these data, we estimate the Kd of dimeric
LIS1 for DDB to be �71 and �29 nM for processive and diffu-
sive DDBs, respectively, in our conditions. We also observed
strong accumulation of LIS1 and DDB at the minus-ends of all
MTs in the imaging chamber (Fig. 1B and supplemental Movie
S1) (25).

Surprisingly, the velocity of processive DDB complexes with
stably bound LIS1 molecules (DDB-L) was not different from
that of DDB complexes lacking a LIS1 signal (Fig. 1C, p �
0.7411, unpaired t test). This is in striking contrast to the effect
of LIS1 association with processively moving yeast dynein (16)
or metazoan dynein lacking dynactin (15, 36, 37). The ratio of
processive to diffusive DDB-L complexes was also similar to
that previously observed for DDB complexes in several studies
(Fig. 1C) (25, 32, 35).

The majority of LIS1 remained stably bound to processive
DDB during the entire observation period, often for DDB travel
distance up to tens of microns (Fig. 1B and supplemental Movie
S1). However, we also observed much more rare events of LIS1
binding or unbinding to DDB complexes (Fig. 1, B and D–F, and
supplemental Movie S1). For processively moving DDBs, we
classified LIS1 binding/unbinding events as having no effect,
enhancing, or retarding processive DDB velocity (Fig. 1, D–F).
LIS1 binding was approximately as likely to have no discernable
effect on DDB motility as to slow the velocity of DDB (Fig. 1, E
and F). Dissociation of LIS1 appeared more likely to enhance
DDB velocity than to have no observable effect, although the
low number of total events precluded statistical analysis (Fig. 1,
E and F). In this subset of events, the binding or dissociation of
LIS1 altered the velocity of DDB �20-fold, although the mag-
nitude varied considerably (Fig. 1G).

We also observed stable LIS1 association with diffusing DDB
(Fig. 1, B and D, and supplemental Movie S1) and more rarely
observed dynamic association/dissociation events (Fig. 1D).
We observed that loss of LIS1 signal could correspond to an
apparent conversion from diffusive to processive motility (Fig.
1B and supplemental Movie S1), although this was not always
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the case (Fig. 1D). Association of LIS1 to a diffusing DDB never
caused obvious switching between diffusive and processive
motility of DDB, unlike dissociation of LIS1. The activation of
motility upon LIS1 dissociation is reminiscent of a LIS1-in-

duced initiation of dynein motility in vivo (38, 67). These rare
dynamic association/dissociation events provide insight into
the multiple effects of LIS1 interactions with the dynein-dyn-
actin complex. We conclude that when stably bound, LIS1 does

Figure 1. Single molecule observation of LIS1-DDB interactions. A, cartoon schematic of the proteins/complexes used in the in vitro reconstitution. LIS1 and
DDB are labeled fluorescently via covalent dye conjugation to the SNAP tag on LIS1 and BicD2N, respectively. B, kymographs from individual fluorescent
channels showing the movement of SNAP-TMR-labeled DDB and SNAP-647-labeled LIS1. Examples of three types of interactions between LIS1 and DDB are
highlighted by arrows: continuous processive motility (green), continuous diffusive motility (pink), and conversion from diffusive to processive motility upon
loss of LIS1 signal (yellow). The strong accumulation of DDB and LIS1 signal at MT minus-ends is highlighted as well (teal arrow). Scale bars, 5 �m, 10 s. C, left
panel, quantification of the average velocity of processive DDB or DDB-L complexes. n � 874 and 475, respectively, in two independent trials. p � 0.7411,
unpaired t test. Error bars, S.D. The means from each experimental chamber are shown. Right panel, quantification of the fraction of DDB-L complexes that are
processive (column P) versus diffusive (column D). Error bars, S.D., fractions from each experimental chamber are shown. D, kymographs from individual
fluorescent channels showing examples of transient (green arrows) or stable (yellow arrows) LIS1 binding to diffusing DDBs. Scale bars, 5 �m, 10 s. E, example
kymographs for rare LIS1 binding/unbinding events and their effects on DDB motility. Yellow arrows highlight LIS1 dynamics. Scale bars, 5 �m, 5 s. F, quanti-
fication of observed LIS1 dynamics on DDB motility. Note that LIS1 binding was never observed to enhance velocity, and unbinding was never observed to slow
or stop motility. The data are a summary of 35 total binding/dissociation events from seven different experimental chambers and �29 min of total imaging. G,
quantification of the effects of LIS1 binding/dissociation on DDB velocity from the events described in E and F. Graphs show the means, and error bars represent
S.E. Individual data points for all events are shown.
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not overtly affect DDB motility. However, dynamic association/
dissociation of LIS1 can exert control over DDB motility char-
acteristics, suggesting multiple modes of LIS1 regulation of
dynein motility.

LIS1 binds to the dynein motor domains during processive
DDB motility

In addition to the previously characterized direct interaction
between LIS1 and the dynein motor domain (15–17, 39, 40),
LIS1 has also been reported to interact with the tail domain of
the dynein heavy chain, the intermediate chain of dynein, and
the p50 subunit of dynactin (40). Because the DDB complex

contains all of these potential interaction sites, we therefore set
out to map the molecular interaction between DDB and LIS1.
LIS1 contains highly conserved residues on one face of its
WD40 �-propeller domain (41) that were previously shown to
mediate the direct interaction between the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae homologs of LIS1 and the dynein motor domain (17).
We mutated two of these conserved residues, Arg-316 and
Trp-340 in Rattus norvegicus LIS1, to alanine. The mutant
LIS1 proteins assumed a similar three-dimensional shape as
WT LIS1 as judged by size-exclusion chromatography (Fig.
2A). In contrast, the missense mutation D317H, which
causes lissencephaly and leads to aberrant LIS1 folding (42),

Figure 2. LIS1 binds directly to the dynein motor domain during processive DDB motility. A, schematic of the protein constructs used. Note the GST-hDyn
contains only the dynein motor domain. Right, Coomassie-stained gel showing recombinant LIS1 constructs used and gel filtration profiles for WT and mutant
LIS1 proteins. Note that the lissencephaly causing mutation D317H greatly destabilizes LIS1 structure, leading to an aberrant gel filtration profile. B, images
from individual fluorescent channels showing Dylight-405-labeled MTs, TMR-SNAP-GST-hDyn, and 647-SNAP-LIS1 signals. Note the mutant LIS1 proteins are
not recruited to MTs by SNAP-GST-hDyn. Scale bar, 5 �m. Right panel, quantification of LIS1 fluorescence intensity along MTs for WT and mutant LIS1 molecules
(n � 60 MTs quantified for each condition, in two independent trials). Error bars, S.D. The means from each experimental trial are shown (at least four
experimental chambers per trial). C, example kymographs from each fluorescent channel showing WT 647-LIS1 association with processive TMR-DDB mole-
cules, but no association is observed for either mutant LIS1 constructs, even at high DDB concentrations (�10 nM DDB, 15 nM labeled LIS1). Scale bars, 5 �m, 10 s.
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showed a large shift in elution volume (Fig. 2A). Thus, we
conclude that the R316A and W340A mutations do not dra-
matically disrupt LIS1 structure.

We next used TIRF microscopy to examine the interaction of
LIS1 proteins with recombinant, SNAP-TMR-labeled, trun-
cated human dynein (GST-hDyn (25)). In the absence of nucle-
otide, TMR-GST-hDyn strongly recruited WT LIS1 to surface
immobilized MTs (Fig. 2, A and B). This is in contrast to the
nucleotide-dependent interaction of purified dynein with LIS1
reported previously in solution binding assays (15). This result
is particularly notable given that structural data suggest that the
linker remains in its unprimed position, sterically incompatible
with LIS1 binding (17), when dynein is bound to the MT (43).
Further experiments to determine the structural conformation
of the dynein-LIS1-MT complex will be needed to determine
the position of the linker and LIS1 in this co-complex.

We next use this assay to probe the interaction of dynein
with mutant LIS1. We observed that neither LIS1R316A nor
LIS1W340A were significantly recruited to MTs by GST-hdyn,
suggesting that both mutants lost the ability to interact with the
dynein construct (Fig. 2B). Because GST-hdyn contains only
one confirmed LIS1 binding site, we conclude that, similar to
the yeast homologs, both LIS1 mutants abolish binding to the
dynein motor domain. We then examined the interaction of the
LIS1 mutants with processive DDB complexes. Remarkably,
under conditions where we observe robust interaction of WT
LIS1 with DDB, we detected no interaction of either mutant
with processive DDB complexes, even at high densities of DDB
(Fig. 2C). Although we cannot rule out that these mutations
also affect the reported interactions of LIS1 with dynactin and
the dynein tail domain, the most parsimonious conclusion from
these experiments is that LIS1 binds directly to the dynein
motor domain during processive DDB motility.

Stoichiometry and stability of LIS1 binding to DDB

Because both LIS1 and dynein are homodimers, it is possible
that the stoichiometry of a LIS1-dynein co-complex is 1:1 (dimer:
dimer), with each LIS1 �-propeller interacting with a single
dynein motor domain. In this configuration, the dynein motor
domains would be effectively bridged together through
the dimeric LIS1 molecule, possibly restricting the motors con-
formational space. Alternatively, it is possible that each dynein
motor domain binds to one LIS1 homodimer in a 1:2 (dimer:
dimer) stoichiometry.

To distinguish these possibilities, we mixed equal molar
amounts of two LIS1 preparations, differentially labeled with
fluorescent SNAP ligands, with DDB (Fig. 3A). In these condi-
tions, the total dimeric LIS1 concentration (30 nM) was twice
that in our previous single color assay (Fig. 1). We observed
similar ratios of LIS1 molecules in each fluorescent channel
(647- or 488-SNAP) bound to DDB complexes (�23 and 21% of
total DDB complexes contained LIS1 signal in either fluores-
cent channel, n � 323 DDB complexes).

Within the subpopulation of processive DDB molecules that
bound LIS1 (DDB-L), the large majority (91.8%, 245 of 267
complexes) of complexes contained only singly labeled (either
647- or 488-SNAP) LIS1 molecules, in approximately equal
proportions (647:488 ratio � 0.91; Fig. 3B). However, a minor-

ity (8.2%, 22 of 267 complexes) of processive DDB-L complexes
clearly contained both 647- and 488-SNAP LIS1 molecules dur-
ing processive movement (Fig. 3B). In this assay, it is possible
that a single DDB complex could be bound by two LIS1 dimers
containing the same SNAP label, and thus we conclude that
under our conditions, up to �25% of processive DDB-L com-
plexes contained two LIS1 dimers during movement. In addi-
tion, we observed rare dynamic events where single DDB-L
complexes bound differentially labeled LIS1 molecules at dif-
ferent times during processive or diffusive movement (Fig. 3B),
further suggesting that most DDB molecules bind single LIS1
dimers in our conditions.

Figure 3. Stoichiometry of processive DDB-LIS1 complexes. A, schematic
of the proteins used in the multicolor experiment. 15 nM of each color LIS1
was used. B, kymographs from individual fluorescent channels showing both
SNAP-647 and -488 LIS1 molecules (blue and green arrows) and SNAP-TMR-
DDB. Examples of individual DDB-L complexes with single-color LIS1 (n �
267) or dual-color LIS1 are shown (n � 14, two independent trials). Also
shown are examples of single processive, or diffusive, DDB complexes alter-
nating between bound differentially labeled LIS1 molecules. Scale bars, 5 �m,
5 s. C, example traces from single DDB-L complexes showing the mean LIS1
fluorescent intensity over the entire time course of the recording. D, average
LIS1 fluorescent signals from processive or diffusive tracked DDB-L com-
plexes were normalized to the highest intensity during the entire trace (n �
10 tracked complexes for each trace, two independent trials). Note the fluo-
rescence intensity stays relatively constant during the entire recording, sug-
gesting that LIS1 is stably bound to DDB. Error bars, S.D.
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Within the entire population of DDB molecules in the assay
(those with and without LIS1 signal), we observed �3% bound
differentially labeled LIS1 molecules (n � 10 of 323 DDB com-
plexes) and calculate from this a maximum of 9% of total DDB
complexes bound two LIS1 dimers. From this observation, we
estimate that the Kd for binding of the second LIS1 molecule to
a single DDB complex is �303 nM, approximately four times
higher than the dissociation constant for binding a single LIS1
molecule (�71 nM, see above).

In addition to the experiments described above, we tracked
the fluorescence intensity of LIS1 over time for both processive
and diffusive DDB-L complexes. Fig. 3C shows typical example
intensity traces of individual DDB-L complexes in both catego-
ries. The narrow range of LIS1 intensities strongly suggest that
the number of fluorescent LIS1 molecules bound to DDB does
not change over the course of the track. Normalized averages of
many such tracks also show little intensity variation over the
observation time (Fig. 3D), further suggesting that most LIS1
remains stably bound to DDB. These results suggest that in our
experimental conditions, most DDB complexes stably bind a
single LIS1 dimer. However, our observations also make it
explicitly clear that single DDB complexes are capable of bind-
ing two LIS1 dimers simultaneously, a mode of interaction that
requires further investigation. This type of interaction is depen-
dent on LIS1 concentration and occupancy of DDB and possi-
bly other factors that may affect the molecular interaction
between LIS1 and dynein, such as post-translational modifica-
tions or the presence of other accessory factors such as NudE/L
(7, 8).

Concentration-dependent activation of DDB velocity by LIS1

The observation of unhindered processive motility even after
association of LIS1 with the dynein motor domain challenges
the current model for how LIS1 functions to sterically block the
dynein powerstroke. At low nanomolar concentrations that
facilitate single molecule visualization of this interaction, we do
not observe strong effects of bound LIS1 on DDB velocity (Fig.
1C). However, haploinsufficiency of LIS1 causes lissencephaly,
suggesting that dynein function may be sensitive to total intra-
cellular LIS1 concentration.

To test the effects of LIS1 concentration on DDB motility, we
performed single molecule observations of DDB motility in the
presence of increasing amounts of LIS1 protein, with LIS1 con-
centrations much higher than used in the single molecule
assays described previously. Strikingly, the addition of up to 500
nM LIS1, approximately a 100-fold molar excess over DDB, did
not impede processive DDB movement along MTs (Fig. 4A).
The addition of excess LIS1 significantly shifted the mean
velocity of the entire population toward faster movement com-
pared with the absence of LIS1 (Fig. 4B), with a stronger effect
seen at 500 nM LIS1, above the Kd for binding two LIS1 dimers
to each DDB complex.

We quantified a larger number of processive complexes than
in previous reports and noted that the resulting DDB velocity
distribution histogram was best fit with a sum of two Gaussians
(Fig. 4C), resulting in two velocity population means (Fig. 4, C
and D). A similar finding was recently reported for the distri-
bution of velocities of dynein-dynactin complexes formed with

another adapter protein, Hook3 (44). These observations sug-
gest that activation of dynein by adapter proteins results in a
complex distribution of motor velocities, the mechanism of
which requires further study. The slower mean velocity within
the total population was similar to previously reported values
for DDB motility, whereas the larger mean velocity was nearly
2-fold faster (Fig. 4, C and D).

The addition of 125 nM LIS1 to DDB, above the calculated Kd
for binding of single LIS1 to DDB, did not change the velocity of
either slower or faster populations significantly (Fig. 4C), simi-
lar to our results at lower LIS1 concentrations (Fig. 1C). This
result suggests that the binding of a single LIS1 to DDB does not
have a strong effect on the velocity of the complex. Strikingly,
the addition of 500 nM LIS1, above the calculated Kd for binding
two LIS1 molecules, shifted both slower and faster DDB popu-
lations to higher velocities (Fig. 4, C and D). The total fraction of
complexes found in each velocity population was not substan-
tially changed by LIS1 addition, indicating that LIS1 affects the
velocity of both slower and faster complexes equally (Fig. 4E).
These results show that LIS1 modulates DDB velocity through
concentration-dependent changes in the binding occupancy of
dynein motor domains.

The amount of LIS1 did not affect the total number of
DDB complexes moving along the MT lattice (Fig. 4F). How-
ever, LIS1 did shift the percentages of DDB complexes that
displayed processive, diffusive, or stationary interactions
with the MT lattice (Fig. 4G). Increasing LIS1 concentration
led to a decrease of processive DDB complexes (65– 48%)
and increased the number of stationary complexes (3–15%;
Fig. 4G). Thus, high levels of LIS1 facilitate faster DDB veloc-
ities at a modest expense of total numbers of processive
complexes.

Discussion

We have used single molecule assays to examine the molec-
ular interactions between two of the most ubiquitous dynein
regulatory factors found in cells, dynactin and LIS1. Previous
data have suggested that dynactin and LIS1 have opposing
effects on dynein motility (15, 16, 23, 24, 32, 45). Dynactin bind-
ing to the tail domain of dynein, mediated through an adapter
protein, relieves autoinhibition of the motor and activates fast,
extremely processive motility. On the other hand, LIS1 binding
directly to the motor domain of dynein blocks the structural
rearrangement of the mechanical element of dynein, uncou-
pling ATP hydrolysis from the mechanical cycle and locking the
motor into a high-affinity state on MTs. It is therefore surpris-
ing that we observed direct association of single LIS1 molecules
with processively moving DDB complexes. A stable association
of LIS1 with DDB does not appear to induce dramatic changes
to the mechanochemical cycle of dynein, as has been observed
in prior studies on dynein in the absence of dynactin (15–17).
However, we observed more rare dynamic binding events that
do appear to negatively influence DDB velocity, as predicted by
the current model for LIS1 function. These results suggest that
the effects of LIS1 on dynein motility are multifaceted, and the
current understanding of LIS1 molecular activity (reviewed in
Ref. 6) does not encompass the full range of possible LIS1
effects. One possible reason for these observations is that the
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effect of LIS1 on DDB motility may be sensitive to the nucleo-
tide state of the dynein motor domains, including the nucleo-
tide state of AAA3, which gates the MT affinity of dynein and
lies near the LIS1 binding site (15, 16, 46, 47).

In addition to slowing the advance of dynein along the MT,
LIS1 association greatly enhanced the ability of dynein to
remain bound to the MT under opposing load in vitro (15) and

has been reported to be necessary for the motility of larger,
presumably high-load cargos in vivo (19, 20). In addition,
isolated lipid droplets were recently shown to retain stably
bound dynein, dynactin, and LIS1 proteins. Intriguingly,
these droplets dynamically adapt their force output in the
response to opposing external load in a LIS1-dependent
manner (48). We cannot determine the effects of opposing

Figure 4. Concentration-dependent effects of LIS1 on DDB velocity. A, example kymographs showing continued processive DDB movement at a range of
LIS1 concentrations. Note processive movement continues even at high concentrations of LIS1. Scale bars, 5 �m, 10 s. B, box plots showing DDB velocities at
indicated LIS1 concentrations. Whiskers show minimum to maximum values in data set. Addition of LIS1 shifts the population mean significantly compared
with 0 nM LIS1. *, p � 0.05; ***, p � 0.0001, Kruskal–Wallis test, with Dunn’s multiple comparison test. C, velocity distribution histograms for each concentration
of LIS1 added. Each distribution was best fit by a sum of two Gaussians (data are pooled from three independent trials). Mode velocities for each Gaussian
component as well as respective uncertainties (here: bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals) are shown. D, empirical cumulative
distribution functions show a clear shift to higher DDB velocities at 500 nM LIS1. E, the fraction of the total population found in each velocity category, calculated
as the area under each Gaussian fit. F, box plot of the number of DDB complexes per �m of MT per s. No statistical difference is observed, p � 0.0619, one-way
ANOVA. n � 10 MTs and �200 DDB complexes per condition from at least two independent trials. Whiskers show minimum to maximum values in data set. n.s.,
not significant. G, plot showing processive (columns P), diffusive (columns D), or static (columns S) DDB behavior with or without LIS1. n � 10 MTs and �200 DDB
complexes quantified per condition from at least two independent trials. Data from individual MTs are shown color-coded to correspond to concentrations of
LIS1 as in F. *, p � 0.05; ***, p � 0.0001 compared with 0 nM LIS1, two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test.
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load on DDB-L complex motility in our current fluores-
cence-based assays, but future experiments should focus on
exploring the role of load in modulating the effects of LIS1
on DDB motility.

How does DDB move processively with LIS1 bound to
dynein? Our data with LIS1 mutants suggests that LIS1 is
indeed bound directly to the dynein motor domain during DDB
motility, likely at the previously mapped interaction site near
the AAA3/4 interface (16). At this site, LIS1 may play a role
in regulating the recently identified AAA3 hydrolysis “gate”
that switches dynein between slow and fast motility (46). The
position of LIS1 at this site is sterically incompatible with the
swing of the linker domain of dynein during ATP hydrolysis
(17). However, in the DDB complex, it is currently unknown
how dynactin binding to the distal tail domain of dynein,
which is an extension of the linker, affects the linker position
near the dynein motor domain. Conceivably dynactin bind-
ing may reposition the linker domain in such a way that
allows LIS1 binding near AAA3/4. Intriguingly, tension
applied to the linker appears to alter the AAA3 gating mech-
anism (49), suggesting a possible mechanism for dynactin-
induced changes to linker function. Alternatively, LIS1 has
been proposed to enhance the affinity of dynein for dynactin,
possibly by relieving an autoinhibited conformation of
dynein (37, 50, 51). Further work is required to distinguish these
possibilities.

Recent cryo-EM data of DDB on MTs (52) suggests that the
linker domain crosses the dynein motor domain, as previously
observed in high-resolution structures of isolated dynein in
solution (53–55). After crossing the motor domain, the linker
appears to undergo a pronounced kink, before continuing into
the distal tail domain (52), and a similar kink is also observed in
isolated flagellar dynein (56). We speculate that this kink may
provide flexibility to the linker position during DDB motility
and may allow LIS1 association with processive DDB. This
structure is likely the same as the “neck” region identified in
yeast dynein, which, when artificially extended, enhances LIS1
association with yeast dynein (51). Further high-resolution
structural work will be required to elucidate the arrangement of
the DDB-L complex on MTs.

The concentration-dependent effects on DDB motility we
observe provide insight into the mechanism of dynein deregu-
lation by loss of a single copy of the LIS1 gene in vivo. At low
LIS1 concentrations, stable association of single LIS1 molecules
does not affect DDB velocity. However, higher LIS1 concentra-
tions favor the binding of two LIS1 molecules to DDB, leading
to activation of DDB velocity in our assays. Haploinsufficiency
of LIS1 may lower the intracellular LIS1 concentration below
the threshold needed to fully occupy both binding sites on the
dynein dimer and activate the movement of the motor (Fig. 5).
Further, it is not known how single or doubly occupied DDB
complexes respond to load, a question that requires further
investigation.

During review of this manuscript, Baumbach et al. (57) and
Jha et al. (58) examined the effects of LIS1 on DDB recruit-
ment to dynamic plus-ends of MTs and DDB motility along
dynamic MTs. Both studies observed LIS1 facilitates the
plus-end tracking of dynein but notably also did not signifi-

cantly inhibit DDB motility along MTs, consistent with the
results reported here. Interestingly, Baumbach et al. also
observed co-localization of processive DDB and LIS1 proteins
and the addition of LIS1 strongly enhanced the frequency and
velocity of DDB movement, also consistent with our results. A
broad consensus from these works, as well as our own, is that
LIS1 does not strongly inhibit processive dynein-dynactin
movement in vitro.

In sum, our data challenge the current molecular model for
LIS1 function by demonstrating that LIS1 binding to the dynein
motor domain does not sterically impede the powerstroke of
dynein when it is complexed with an orthogonal regulatory fac-
tor dynactin (mediated through an adapter molecule, BicD2).
Intriguingly, LIS1 forms a tight complex with the dynein regu-
latory factors, NudE/L (39, 59 – 61), which have been shown to
compete with dynactin for binding to the dynein tail domain
(62, 63). NudE/L act to stably recruit LIS1 to dynein (15, 18),
and in contrast to LIS1 alone, the NudE/L-LIS1 complex does
not induce pausing of processive movement of metazoan
dynein along MTs but retains the ability to induce force-depen-
dent attachment to the MT (15). How the presence of NudE/L
affects the ability of LIS1 to interact with DDB will be of partic-
ular interest in future experiments.

Thus the effects of allosteric dynein regulatory factors are
diverse and dependent on factor concentration and occupancy
of individual dynein motors by orthogonal regulators. Our
results provide a framework for future experiments to explore
how dynein regulators may simultaneously exert effects on the
mechanochemistry of the motor. How these regulatory factors
interact with each other for proper spatiotemporal control of
intracellular dynein activity is an outstanding question for
future research in vivo, and in vitro reconstitutions such as ours
will guide new hypotheses about dynein regulation that can be
further examined in living cells.

Figure 5. Model for LIS1 effects on DDB motility. Cartoon schematic show-
ing the effects of LIS1 stoichiometry on DDB motility. A single LIS1 dimer
(gray) could conceivably bind to one or both dynein motor domains (red)
within a single DDB complex. Once stably bound, LIS1 does not exert strong
effects on DDB motility in our assays. However, more rare binding/unbinding
dynamics of LIS1 do regulate the initiation (LIS1 unbinding) or velocity (LIS1
binding) of DDB motility. Higher LIS1 concentrations favor binding of two
LIS1 dimers to single DDB complexes. Each LIS1 most likely binds a single
dynein motor domain, leading to activation of DDB velocity. LIS1 occupancy
of dynein may be related to lissencephaly, a disease caused by haploinsuffi-
ciency of the LIS1 gene.
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Experimental procedures

DNA constructs

The N-terminal coiled-coil domain of mouse BicD2 (amino
acids 25– 425) and the SNAP-tagged and GST-dimerized
human dynein motor domain were previously described
(25). R. norvegicus LIS1 (PAFAH1b1, NP_113951.1) cDNA was
obtained from GE Dharmacon and cloned into a modified
pFastbacHTA vector containing an N-terminal StrepII-SNAPf
tag using Gibson assembly. Mutations in LIS1 were made by
site-directed mutagenesis using PCR (Q5 polymerase, NEB)
and Gibson assembly. Protein sequences were validated by
DNA sequencing (Quintara Biosciences).

Protein biochemistry

Porcine brain tubulin was isolated using the high-molarity
PIPES procedure as described (64) and then labeled with biotin-
or Dylight-405 NHS-ester (Invitrogen) as described (68).
Microtubules were prepared by incubation of tubulin with 1
mM GTP for 10 min at 37 °C, followed by dilution into 20 �M

taxol for an additional 20 min. Microtubules were pelleted at
80,000 rpm in a TLA-100 rotor, and the pellet was resuspended
in 50 �l of BRB80 with 10 �M taxol. StrepII-SNAPf-BicD2N was
isolated from bacteria as described (25). Purified BicD2N was
used to isolate DDB complexes from rat brain cytosol as previ-
ously described (25). DDB complexes were labeled with 5 �M

SNAP-TMR dye during the isolation procedure, were frozen in
small aliquots, and stored at �80 °C.

Baculoviruses for LIS1 constructs were made according to
the Bac-to-Bac protocol using SF9 cells (Invitrogen). SF9 cells
were infected at 1–2 � 106/ml, and typically P2 virus was used
for protein expression at a 1:100 dilution. Infections were
allowed to proceed for �60 h; cells were harvested; and the cell
pellet was frozen and stored at �80 °C. The cells were thawed
and resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM

potassium acetate, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1
mM PMSF, 1 mM DTT). The cells were lysed by incubation with
1% Triton X-100 for 15 min on ice and five passages through a
Dounce homogenizer. The cell pellet was centrifuged at
16,000 � g, and the supernatant was passed over a column
packed with Streptactin Superflow resin (Qiagen). The column
was washed with four column volumes of lysis buffer, and
bound proteins were eluted in lysis buffer containing 3 mM

desthiobiotin (Sigma). Eluted proteins were concentrated on
Amicon filters and passed through an EnRich650 (Bio-Rad)
or Superpose 6 (GE Healthcare) gel-filtration column, in
lysis buffer, using a Bio-Rad NGC system. Peak fractions
were collected, concentrated again, and frozen in small
working aliquots. For labeling with SNAP dyes, proteins
were labeled with 2–5 molar excess of SNAP dye (SNAP-
Alexa 647 or SNAP-Surface 488) for 2– 4 h on ice. The
unbound dye was removed using Zebaspin columns (Thermo
Fisher). The stoichiometry of labeling was assessed using a
Nanodrop One (Thermo Fisher) and comparing the absor-
bance of total protein at 280 nm to the absorbance at the SNAP-
dye wavelength. For TIRF experiments, we only used prepara-
tions at least 60% of LIS1 dimers contained at least one
fluorophore. Concentrations given are for the total labeled

amount of protein in the assay and are calculated for the
dimeric forms of the proteins. All buffers and chemicals were
from Sigma-Aldrich.

TIRF microscopy and data analysis

All microscopy was performed on a custom built through the
objective TIRF microscope (Technical Instruments, Burlin-
game, CA) based on a Nikon Ti-E stand, motorized ASI stage,
quad-band filter cube (Chroma), Andor laser launch (100 mil-
liwatt 405 nm, 150 milliwatt 488 nm, 100 milliwatt 560 nm, 100
milliwatt 642 nm), EMCCD camera (iXon Ultra 897), and high-
speed filter wheel (Finger Lakes Instruments). Emitted light
passed through an Andor TuCam (Andor) in bypass mode and
an XT2 Collimating Emission-Port Adapter (Photometrics).
All imaging was done using a 100� 1.45NA objective (Nikon)
and the 1.5� tube lens setting on the Ti-E. Laser power was set
to 5%, and the camera EM gain was set to 300. Typical integra-
tion time was 0.5– 0.7 s/frame. Experiments were conducted at
room temperature. The microscope was controlled with
Micro-manager software (65).

TIRF chambers were assembled from acid-washed cover-
slips (25) and double-sided sticky tape. Taxol-stabilized MTs
were assembled with incorporation of �10% Dylight-405- and
biotin-labeled tubulin. Chambers were first incubated with 0.5
mg/ml PLL-PEG-Biotin (Surface Solutions) for 10 min, fol-
lowed by 0.5 mg/ml streptavidin for 5 min. Unbound streptavi-
din was washed away with 40 �l of BC buffer (80 mM Pipes, pH
6.8, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mg/ml BSA, 1 mg/ml casein, 10
�M taxol). MTs diluted into BC buffer were then incubated in
the chamber and allowed to adhere to the streptavidin-coated
surface. Unbound MTs were washed away with TIRF assay
buffer (60 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM

MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 0.5% Pluronic F-127, 0.1
mg/ml Biotin-BSA, 0.2 mg/ml �-casein, 10 �M taxol). Typi-
cally � 5 nM DDB and 15 nM labeled LIS1 was then diluted into
TIRF assay buffer containing 2 mM Mg-ATP and introduced
into the chamber. Images were acquired every �0.5– 0.7 s. For
binding to GST-hDyn, �10 nM purified and TMR-labeled
motor was incubated with 0.1 unit/ml apyrase (Sigma) to
induce rigor binding to the MTs, and 15 nM each LIS1 species in
the TIRF chamber for 10 min before images were acquired.

The resulting data were analyzed manually using kymograph
analysis in ImageJ (FIJI). For velocity analysis, the velocity of an
uninterrupted run segment from a kymograph was used.
Approximately 10 –20% of the DDB complexes paused or
changed velocity during the run and the velocity of the initial
run segment before the change was used. Velocity analysis in
Fig. 4 was performed by calculating the positions of the peaks
in all data sets through fitting the data to a Gaussian Mixture
Model (Matlab, Statistics toolbox; Mathworks, Natick, MA).
The error bars were calculated via bias-corrected and accel-
erated bootstrap procedure (105 iterations for each case,
with GMM parametric approach used for all iteration esti-
mates) (66).

The TrackMate plugin (version 3.4.2) with LOG detector was
used to analyze mean fluorescence intensity over time (Fig. 3, C
and D). For all images displayed in figures, background was
subtracted in FIJI using the “subtract background” function
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with a rolling ball radius of 25 and brightness, and contrast
settings were modified linearly. The dissociation constant for
LIS1 binding was calculated using the Hill equation, where [A]
represents the concentration of LIS1 dimer in the assay, and
fraction bound was the observed percentage of DDB particles
bound to LIS1 molecules in the assay, assuming noncooperative
binding:

fraction bound �
[A]

Kd � �A	
(Eq. 1)

Graphs were created using GraphPad Prism 7.0a, and statis-
tical tests were performed using this program. All results are
pooled from at least two independent experiments, which we
define as experiments conducted on different days. Each exper-
iment consisted of at least two or more technical replicates
(individual TIRF chambers with independent protein mixtures)
on a given day.
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